The Poudre Runs Through It Study/Action Work Group
AGENDA
ACTIONS TAKEN IN RED
September 11, 2015

7:30—8:00 Breakfast served, stay in dining room for group interaction to kick off Phase 4 (most times we will begin our meetings over breakfast)

8:00—8:45 Setting the Stage for the Day and Looking Forward—MaryLou
- Recap of Plans for Present and Future—one page flyer
- Welcome new members, including intro of returning members
- Review/renew group operating guidelines
  The group approved the most recent version of the operating guidelines, attached.

8:45—9:15 What’s New on the Poudre? Participant Round Robin Update

9:15—10:00 Initiatives and Other Actions Reports--Discussion
- Animated History of the Poudre- a showing of Poudre Heritage Alliance’s video—Robert Ward
- River Diversion Improvements —Wade Willis
- Gage the River—Jeffrey Boring
- FORUM—John Stokes
- FLOWS—Dan Brown
- New Ag/Urban Initiative—Brad Wind, Steve Malers, Jeffrey Boring, Dan Brown, Zach Thode
- Any earlier or new ideas participants want to bring forward/champion?

10:00—10:20 BREAK

10:20—11:30 NISP—Now that the SDEIS Comment Period is Closed…..
Sharing of comments and views of PRTI members and groups with which you are involved, Q&A for clarity and mutual understanding within the group
- In the spirit of curiosity
- Listening for understanding
- Questioning for clarity
(This agenda item is not for the purpose of coming up with any outcome other than a chance to listen to and seek understanding of various views in the spirit of respect.)

11:30—12noon Closing—Homework: Watch your email for a “thought piece” to read and think about ahead of our November session: “What creative regional water management opportunities might we explore in view of Thornton’s land and water assets here in the Poudre Basin?”